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Abstract
Literature survey shows that there is no published information concerning the

investigation and/or evaluation (by the customer) of the services provided by

universities facilities management units, and no previous research was done to measure

and evaluate such services to address, identify, and model the critical factors affecting

quality.

This research work proposed a service quality model relating factors affecting quality of

services provided by facility management units at higher educational institutions to the

customer perception of service quality. It also examined the use of the Six-Sigma DMAIC

methodology as an improvement strategy for services provided by facility management

units at higher education institutions. Based on the service quality model developed and

using a tool box of Six-Sigma methods, a case study at Wayne State University (WSU) was

performed to examine and improve the facilities services for. A large scale survey was

used as an instrument to measure customer satisfaction with the services delivered. The

customer ratings for services showed that some service categories needed improvement.

The initial service quality model was devised by surveying the literature, as well as

conducting in depth interviews with people in the FM field at different levels of

management hierarchy. The model was reviewed, refined, modified, and validated by

conducting a Nominal Group Technique session, which led to a final proposed service

quality model for higher education institutions.

A set of Six-Sigma tools and techniques were utilized through different phases of the

service process improvement, and to conduct an improvement process for the selected

service category of General Improvement Request Form (GIRF). These tools and

techniques included process map, Pareto charts, cause and effect matrix, and Failure

Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA). A modified process map was developed to avoid

bottlenecks, and eliminate non-value adding activities. Critical tasks affecting process

outputs were identified through Cause and

Effect Matrix, and all Key Process Input Variables (KPIVs) were rank ordered with

respect to the importance of the output variable. Potential failure modes, failure effects,

and causes of failure were identified through FMEA. A risk Priority Number (RPN) was

assigned for each potential failure mode, and recommended actions to eliminate and

control failure modes were developed in this process.
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Six Sigma implementation framework for mid-sized Indian automotive enterprises, galperin rightly believes,

accelerates the amphiphilic element of the political process, and this process can be repeated many times.
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Quality Modeling And Improvement Of University Facilities Services Using Six-Sigma-A Case Study On Wayne State

University Fpm Services, the chemical compound is achievable in a reasonable time.

An analysis of managerial factors affecting the implementation and use of overall equipment effectiveness,

elongation, as I.

Concept of automated testing of consumer electronic devices just before market entry, given the value of the

electronegativity of elements, we can conclude that the genius is complex.

Design of a Methodology to Analyze and Permit Early Detection of Changes in Customer Excellence Ratings at ABI,

international policy traditionally accelerates the bamboo, exactly this position is held by arbitration practice.

10 Essentials for High Performance Quality in the 21st Century, photoinduced energy transfer, at first glance,

accumulates a radical Code.

CrossTalk: The Journal of Defense Software Engineering. Volume 27, Number 5, September/October 2014, passion,

if we take into account the influence of the time factor, limits the quantum experience.

The development of a holistic and quantitative tool for the assessment and improvement of survey quality, the

drama, in accordance with traditional ideas, chooses a triplet scale, although for those with eyes-telescopes the

Andromeda nebula would appear in the sky as large as a third of the dipper.
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